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ArtBeat
ArtBeat is a curated art marketplace that
aims to connect people who appreciate
arts and the artists who are working with
physical or digital medium (paintings,
installations, sculptures, videos, etc).

Now with Web3 technology, the art
ecosystem will be more thriving!



Tokenized Certificate of
Authenticity 

All the artworks sold on our platform
have an NFT certificate as a sign of

ownership. By using blockchain
technology, it makes everything more

secure and valid.



OUR 
FEATURES



Buying Artworks
Art collectors can obtain all types of the
artworks that we have on our platform,

both physical and digital medium.



Explore Various
Museum's Collections

Not only artists can display their artworks
in the museum,  but art collectors

 can do it too!



Artist's Profile

People will be able to know more about
the artist and also can see the

collection of their works.



Buying Event Tickets

We also provide online ticket purchases
for upcoming exhibition events,

all across the world.



We guarantee that the entire
process of purchasing artworks
has been verified and secure



Safe Delivery

We partner with "art handlers" who are
experienced in handling art purchases
to ensure that there is no incident in the
shipping process.



Well-Maintained
Arts and Events

With the help of a professional art curator, the
artworks and the exhibitions that are being
displayed in the museum will be neatly
organized.



Benefits

Promoting museums and
exhibitions to reach more
people 

Providing a place for talented
artists to sell their masterpieces
to people around the world

NFT as the Certifacate of
Authenticity



Business Strategy



We charge for every transactions (e.g. purchasing
artworks or event tickets) that happens on our

platform

Business Model



NFT certificate from selling art

Safer delivery of
artwork

Physical Certificate of
Authenticity

No tracking
system



 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Sales 200.000 256.200 394.200

Cost of Goods Sold 79600 104.680 140.280

Gross Profit 120.400 151.520 253.920

Operating Expenses 104.000 93.600 134.240

Net Income 16.400 57.920 119.680

Projected Financial



Payback Period (PP)

±3,5 Year

Investment

$500K



Early Release

Increasing the number of human
resources and warehouses

 

Roadmap

2022

2023

2024

Early Release

Focusing on increasing the
number of users & transactions

Increasing the number of human
resources 

 

Growth Hacking

Scalling Up
Creating MVP products that are

ready to be introduced to the
market



How to reach the target market?

Marketing New Innovation Value Creation

Brand awareness
Maintaining
customer
relationship &
service

Adapting to user
needs
Improving user
experience

Creating exhibitions
of chosen collections
Supporting artists in
maintaining the
quality of their
artworks



Thank You


